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LEYMAN LIFT GATES ANNOUNCES U.S. HEADQUARTERS EXPANSION AND MOVE
Cincinnati, OH – Leyman Lift Gates is pleased to announce the recent move and expansion of its U.S.
headquarters from Blue Ash, Ohio to Woodlawn, Ohio. Leyman’s new facility increases the company’s
manufacturing space by 70%.
The Woodlawn location provides easy access to U.S. Interstate 75, the primary interstate carrying cargo
from Canada to Florida and back, and to either the Dayton or Cincinnati airport.
The facility itself employs an upgraded phone system and new computer systems, enhancing service for
Leyman customers. The manufacturing floor includes plant manager and scheduler offices centrally
located within the plant, enabling views in all directions as equipment is assembled. An enhanced
overhead crane system will aid in expediting the manufacturing process.
Ample space has been allocated to Leyman University, which provides education, training, and seminars
about Leyman Lift Gates. Distributors and end users can attend Leyman University to learn more about
operating and maintaining Leyman equipment, in both hands-on and classroom-style settings.
“Leyman is positioning itself for future growth with the expansion of our manufacturing space,” said
William G. Margroum, General Manager. “We hope that the new location will be helpful to our business
partners. We are tremendously excited about our new facility and how it can positively impact our
customers.”
The move to Woodlawn began in early April 2016 and will be completed by late June 2016. Leyman had
been located in Blue Ash, Ohio for nearly 60 years. The company began building material handling
systems and hydraulic lift gates in 1960.
Dedication to quality through innovation, timely and professional service, and solutions for the challenges of material handling have
enabled Leyman Lift Gates to set the standard in all-hydraulic lift gates for over 50 years. Founded in 1940 as Leyman Manufacturing
Corporation, the company’s state of the art engineering design, world class manufacturing processes, and outstanding response to their
customers’ needs continues to lead the industry into the 21st century. Through a distributor network of over 900 business partners
across North American, Central America, and South America, Leyman offers 18 different lift gate models for aftermarket customers.
Leyman is also a leading supplier to the original equipment manufacturers of trailer and truck bodies.
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